
SWEATSHIRT JACKET 
Supply List 

 
 This supply list is a bit confusing—as the sweatshirt jacket class is a choice of your style 
of jacket to stitch.  I have three “patterns” to choose from, and some “styles” to choose from.  
You can take a look at the photos (pattern fronts etc) and at the store sample(s).  You will want 
to have an “idea” of what you plan to do before class, but you can always change your idea 
when you attend the class!  All styles are fun and very special just for you!  
 
Now that you are totally confused—Here is what you need to bring for class #1: 
 
-Sweatshirt—good quality and at least one or two sizes larger than what you 
  normally wear.  Pre washing is a great idea to take care of shrinking 
  ** Set in sleeve is preferred, but raglan is OK (that’s the slanted one) 
  **no hoods or front pockets 
  **ribbing or band bottom—we will be removing it anyway     
     **In class we will first “de-construct” your sweatshirt carefully as directed, depending 
on the style you choose.  The neckline and cuff finish changes how you cut things apart, as well 
as the “patch” version vs the allover version. 
*Both versions finish by binding the edges and not adding a lining.  
 
 **Patch Version—Using randomly cut shapes from a variety of 
fabrics, you will cover your sweatshirt but not completely—your 
sweatshirt will show between the patches and decorative and 
quilting stitches 
 
 **Allover Version—Using strips and/or blocks of quilting 
fabrics, you will stitch fabrics together, cut them apart (just like quilting!) and stitch to the 
jacket parts, and then do a little allover quilting.  You can also 
choose to use panels and/or orphan blocks to cover the 
sweatshirt 
 
 
Also bring:   
-Good scissors 
-Ruler, Rotary Cutter and Marker 
-Fabrics, blocks and/or panels that you wish to use 
 **Jelly Rolls and Charm Packs are great 
-Sewing machine, power cord and foot control with ¼” foot 
-Neutral sewing thread and bobbin 
-Ripper and Basic Sewing Supplies 



 
 
 


